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Well, here we are again, back for another NAMM show in Los Angeles.  The 
National Association of Music Merchants has grown from an organization 
of traditional music stores and instrument manufacturers to encompass 
the pro audio industry as well as new technology such as Internet 
delivery of music products.  It's been a long time since it's just been 
a piano and trumpet show, and many new pro audio products are now being 
introduced at NAMM rather than waiting for the Audio Engineering Society 
shows.  This year was no exception.  While there's a lot of "me, too" 
products - another sound card, another digital console, there are 
improvemenhts along the way, and some innovative new products, too. 
Here's the first day's look around Kentia Hall, the room where they 
stick all the new exhibitors, the smaller manufacturers who haven't been 
in the business long and who we might or might not see again at another 
show. 
 
There's no shortage of computer audio interfaces.  Frontier Design is no 
stranger to the business, but this was their first year exhibiting at 
NAMM, displaying their new PCI-based cards and a 24-bit upgrade to their 
Tango A/D and D/A converter.  Tango provides 8 channels of analog inputs 
and outputs interfaced on the digital side to the ADAT lightpipe. 
Sampling rate is 44.1 or 48 kHz, sync is to internal clock as well as 
incoming digital data or external word clock. 
 
The Frontier Dakota is a new PCI bus interface that provides two ADAT I/O pairs 
for 16 channels of audio, as well as two MIDI ports and an ADAT sync 
port.  The optical ports can also be used to interface stereo S/PDIF, 
and the two pairs can be split - one ADAT, one S/PDIF.   It will sync to 
an ADAT for accurate transfer of multiple ADAT tracks to computer, but 
it doesn't yet function as another ADAT.  That's waiting on software. 
The Montana expands the Dakota by adding another two pairs of lightpipes 
and a video or word clock sync input.  The Montana connects to the 
Dakota via a ribbon cable and the only thing the Montana needs the 
computer for is a place to mount it and to get power, so they cleverly 
designed it with a PCI connector on one edge and an ISA connector on the 
other.  If you're short on PCI slots, just flip it over and plug it into 
an ISA slot.  For those who need more than 2 MIDI ports, the Sierra 
provides 8 in a rack mount box which plugs into the MIDI connector of 
the Montana. http://www.frontierdesign.com 
 



Two new multiport analog I/O interfaces were shown by TerraTec and 
Guillermot.  The TerraTec EWS-88MT consists of a PCI card with an 
external box with the A/D and D/A conversion and 8 pairs of RCA jacks 
for audio connections as well as MIDI in and out. Like TerraTec's other 
products, the connector box can fit in a 5-1/4" drive bay in the 
computer case, though this one is fully cased so it can be mounted 
externally.  Converters are 24 bit and sample rate goes up to 96 kHz. 
 
The Guillermot Maxi Studio Isis provides 8 analog inputs and four analog 
outputs as well as S/PDIF (both coax and optical) in and out.  It also 
has a General MIDI synth, and is bundled with a nice combination of a 
version of Logic Audio, Cool Edit Pro, and a CD- burning program. 
http://www.guillemot.com. 
 
If you're out of PCI slots, Magma can come to your rescue provided you 
bring money. They offer a line of PCI expansion chassis, both for the PC 
and Mac.  They're available in 2, 4, or 7 slot versions including one 
blessed by Digidesign for use with ProTools. They’re beautifully built, with 
internal power supply and fan, in the $1,000 - 1400 range. 
 
There seems to be a lot of interest these days in software synthesizers, 
and for good reason.  There's plenty of horsepower in today's modern 
computers, lots of inexpensive RAM, and even a garden variety computer 
haas audio playback capability equal to or better than that of some hardware 
synths.  One interesting family of software synths comes from Koblo 
Software out of Denmark.  The Vibra 9000 is a monophonic synth based on 
traditional oscillators, filters, and modulators, together with an 
arpeggiator.  A clear and concise screen display allows you to play with the 
knobs using a mouse, and all parameters can be assigned to MIDI 
controllers for real time control.  Very buzzy, bleepy, and spitty.  The 
Vibra 6000 is a smaller version with a single oscillator and less 
control.  The Stella 9000 has a similar control panel, but rather than 
using an oscillator as the basic sound source, it uses samples. 
Rounding out this line is the Gamma 9000, a step programmable drum 
synthesizer based on samples (so they can be pads or vocal oohs as well 
as drum sounds), which adds filters and modulation to the samples for 
Drumatix-style tweaking.  Not a Window in sight, it looks like this is 
all Mac stuff at the moment. htp://www.koblo.com. 
 
The Bitheadz Retro AS-1 software based analog synth for Mac and Windows 
is similar in concept to the Vibra 9000 but with up to 32 voices (CPU 
willing), and a built-in effects processor for reverb, chorus, delay, 
distortion, and equalization.  Their Unity DS-1 turns your PC or Mac into 
a highly capable sampler, with the ability to sample live, or transfer 
samples from a CD or import several popular sampler formats.  It uses the same 
synth guts as the AS-1 to mung samples beyond recognition if desired, 



and is up to 64 voice polyphonic if the CPU can handle it.  Up to 128 
velocity switched samples per note can be programmed if you have the 
patience.  The Voodoo is Bitheadz entry into the drum machine arena, 
pretty straightforward, and sample based.  http://www.bitheadz.com 
 
Still on the drawing board, but on display none the less was Wave Warp 
from Sounds Logical.  This is a building block based software effects 
processor that lets you choose elements from which to build an effect, 
string them together in the order you choose, and use it to process an 
audio file. 
 
There will be more plug-ins to report on as I dig further into the show, 
but one that popped up today was a DirectX series from Sonic Timeworks. 
Software audio processing plug-ins all do their job, and, at least until 
listened to critically (you can't do that at a show) sound pretty 
decent.  This batch was noteworthy for its very clear and 
straightforward user interface, though some may wish for more parameters 
to tweak. Screen graphics are elegant on the very analog-looking reverb, 
delay, phaser and six band fully parametric equalizer.  If you're 
working with high resolution audio, you'll be happy to know that these work up to 
and beyond 192 kHz sampling rate. http://www.sonictimeworks.com. 
 
In the area of just plain ol' software, Minnetonka has updated their 
MxTrax recording and mixing program for the Yamaha DSP Factory by adding 
support for the new (I saw it first at the Minnetonka booth) DSP Factory 
ADAT interface.  They've also ported their Mx51 surround panner to the 
DSP Factory (due out in March), and will shortly be bringing out a Dolby 
Digital encoder software module to allow you to create a Dolby Digital 
encoded stereo file right on your computer from a 6 channel 5.1 mix out 
of the Mx51.  Fast EdDit is one of the old standbys for quick and simple 
cut-and-paste editing, and now it's been updated to take advantage of 
Windows 98’s 32-bit internal processing.  The new Fast EdDit 32 supports  
audio files up to 32 bits in length (some audio recording programs create 
32-bit files when working at 24-bit sample resolution) and runs at sample 
rates up to 96 kHz. http://www.minnetonkaaudio.com. 
 
MusEdit is a new, inexpensive ($79) pretty basic music notation program. 
It's not a MIDI program, but it's designed for fast working because you 
can control the type of note you're sticking on to the staff with one 
hand on the computer and click it in place with the other using a mouse. 
You can also pick up note values with the mouse, but the keyboard method 
is much faster once you get the hang of it.   It's oriented to 
guitarists in that it will generate tablature from the score.  A "look 
back" algorithm attempts to choose a fingering based on where your 
fingers were previously.  There's a chord dictionary of about 700 
entries, or you can create your own, if there are any left. 



 
Read any good books lately?  It's been a while since there have been 
aftermarket books on popular synths or software because by the time you 
can get a book out, the next version, with substantial changes, is 
already in production.  Wizoo, out of Germany, has taken on a guide to 
Cubase VST written (actually, a translation from German) in clear and 
chatty English.  There's a version for Windows and for Mac, and it's 
bundled with a CD/CD-ROM with audio examples of the tricks described in 
the book as well as some free plug- ins.  They also have books on the 
Nord and Yamaha DX synths, and a small library of samples and loops.  I 
suspect that they'll be picked up by a US distributor, but in the 
meantime, ordering and more info can be had from http://www.wizoo.com. 
 
Some interesting and curious housekeeping gadgets:  The Time Safe is a 
combination travel and display case for a guitar.  It's airtight, vacuum 
sealed with a battery operated vacuum pump and has an internal clear 
Lexan display cover as well as an opaque outer cover.  There's a digital 
monitor of vacuum, temperature, humidity, and it incorporates a motion 
sensor alarm.  This is for the collector who has guitars that are too 
valuable to play (??) but too pretty not to show off. 
http://www.timesafeonline.com. 
 
Hank Tierney is a guitar playing interior designer who combined a guitar 
stand with a floor lamp to keep the ol' guitar right at hand when you're 
sitting in the easy chair reading the newspaper and want to to take a 
break to do a little pickin'.  Silly as it sounds, it's quite elegant 
looking.  http://www.tierneydesign.com  And if you want to keep your amp 
handy, Mr. Roadie has a line of carts for instrument amplifiers which 
are on wheels, have comfortable grip handles, and provide a stable 
support for an amplifier which can be tilted back at the player's 
preferred angle.  One model includes a mic boom, and another model is 
built on to a wheeled road case.  These might be handy in the studio for  
moving amps around to find the right location in the room, and are just the 
ticket for those festival shows. 
 
Darn clever, but a little risky, I think, is the Quick Cord System, a 
set of retractable cable reels like those you see in a garage with 
trouble lights hanging from the ceiling.  Pull out the amount of cable 
you need and the reel locks in place.  Give it a tug and the cable winds 
itself back on to the reel.  I envisioned this as a handy way to keep 
headphone cables out of the way in the studio, but the designer is 
packaging the reel modules into rack mount units with the cables 
emerging from the front or rear to use in portable PA systems.  They use 
slip rings and brushes, something that you might not want to pass low 
level (mic) or high current (speaker) audio through.  He says it works 
fine. 



 
Songworks Systems has a really cute line of great sounding small 
instrument amplifiers called the Little Lanilei.  There's one that's 
about an 8 inch cube with a choice of a 7 or 33 watt amplifier with two 
12AX7's in the front end and a solid state power stage.  There's one for 
guitar and a slightly larger one for bass.  They also have a rotating 
horn speaker (no amplifier in this one) that's based on their same 
6-1/2" driver which really sounds amazing, and not nearly as back 
breaking as a Leslie.   http://www.songworks.com. 
 
I believe the Great Microphone Scare of 1998, where we saw a flood of 
moderately inexpensive large capsule condenser mics, is about over, and 
this year they're down to a trickle.  One new release is the C4000B (I was 
unable to acertain that there was ever an C4000 or C4000A) from AKG. 
This is a 1" diaphragm three pattern (omni, cardioid, and hypercardioid 
- no figure-8) condenser mic of the "open sound" design, meaning a 
slightly rising high end frequency response.  A switchable 10 dB pad and 
100 Hz high pass filter add some flexibility, and the $899 price 
includes AKG's sturdy H100 shock mount and a foam windscreen.  AKG 
announced some price reductions in several of their other high end mics. 
The list price of the C414B/TLII dropped $350 to $1398, the SolidTube is 
down $100 to $1398, and the C414B/ULS is down $75 to $1258.  And as a 
further bonus, beginning in February the C414's will include the H100 
shock mount at no additonal cost.  AKG has invested heavily in some new 
automated testing and tuning equipment, and apparently the labor saving 
is paying off.  http://www.akgacoustics.com 
 
Tannoy's Reveal monitors have been around for a while now, and have 
gained some respect as an honest sounding modertely priced speaker.  New 
at this show was the active bi-amplified version with a pair of 50 watt 
amplifiers per speaker.  The active Reveals list at $899 per pair as opposed to 
$399 for the passive ones.  The amplifier is clean and a good match, and the 
active version is blue rather than the original red.  They drop off 
pretty fast below about 60 Hz, but their $500 PS110 powered subwoofer 
should take care of that nicely. http://www.tannoy.com 
 
I didn't get a chance to listen to Alesis' new M1 powered monitors at 
the AES show last fall, so I slipped into the demo booth here to check 
them out.  They were loud, but appeared to do a pretty good job. 
They're bi-amped with 75 watts pushing the custom designed carbon fiber 
6.5" cone woofer and 25 watts covering the tweeter.   Inputs are combo 
XLR-1/4" jacks, and an input gain control lets you set them up for a 
good working range on your console's monitor level control.  These go 
down pretty low, but to complement them, Alesis offers the S1 active 
subwoofer with 250 butt-kicking watts.  A crossover is built in, so you 
feed it a pair of inputs, and it has outputs which go to the main 



speakers.  http://www.alesis.com 
 
HHB added to their Circle 5 mid-field purple-coned monitors with the 
Circle 3 near-field and Circle 1 subwoofer.  Both the 3 and 5 are 
available with and without amplifiers while the subwoofer is 
powered-only.  All of the powered monitors in this price range are 
roughly comparable though I'm quite certain that a side-by-side 
comparison would show some very noticable differences.  That's why it's 
important to listen to monitors (someplace other than a show) before 
making a selection.  http://www.hhb.co.uk 
 
Alesis didn't really have anything new to show in the way of recorders, 
but they've bundled an ADAT LX20, a Studio 24 mixing console, a 
Nanoverb, and a Nanocompressor together with cables to hook them all up, 
put them in a box with a convenient carrying handle, tossed in a few 
instructional videos, and named it the ADAT Studio Pack.  Good 
marketing. 
 
TASCAM introduced the DA-40 DAT recorder, which replaces the DA-30/II in 
their product line.  Improvements over the DA-30 include tweakable 
output level so users can set their own digital recording  reference 
level for nominal (+4 dBu or -10 dBV) output. This allows the user to 
choose his own amount of headroom below digital full scale. Other 
features include two instantly accessible cue points, and the ability to 
enter text data into the subcode area for purposes such as naming 
tracks.  Analog inputs and outputs are on XLR and RCA jacks at +4 dBu 
and -10 dBV respectively.  Digital I/O is AES/EBU on XLR and S/PDIF on 
RCA connectors. 
 
While the MiniDisk has been fighting a losing battle for acceptance in 
the consumer market, broadcasters and journalists love it for its 
convenience, ruggedness, ease of cueing and location, and (almost 
incidentally) good sound.  Sony introduced two new rack mounted MiniDisk 
recorder/players at the show.  The MDS-E58 is more of a consumer machine 
adapted for commercial use with analog I/O on unbalanced RCA jacks. 
Digital I/O is optical S/PDIF and incorporates a built-in sample rate 
converter to allow 44.1 kHz recording from 48 kHz sample rate sources.   
Price is $520.  The MDS-E11 is functionally similar, but offers more 
"professoinal" features such as balanced XLR (+4 dBu)  as well as RCA 
analog I/O inputs, and coaxial S/PDIF digital I/O.  For broadcast and 
industrial applications, the MDS-E11 is equipped with an RS-232 port for 
computer contorol, and relay contact outputs and contact closure inputs 
for remote start and daisy-chaining.  It lists at $825 and is scheduled 
to be available in March.  Both models incorporate ATRAC version 4.5 data 
reduction.  http://www.sony.com/professional. 
 



HHB introduced a new stand-alone CD recorder that records on either 
conventional CD-R (not the more expensive consumer variety) media or 
CD-RW rewritable disks.  I/O is on balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA 
connectors, while digital I/O is on optical or coax S/PDIF or AES/EBU 
(input only).  Audio may be recorded in either track-at-once or 
disk-at-once modes, making it suitable for creating CD masters that 
won't give the pressing plant's equipment fits.  Actually, many CD 
manufacturers have learned to deal with the gaps on a CD-R when 
track-at-once mode is used, but you might as well do it right.  Track 
ID's can be entered manually, automatically when the level rises above a 
settable threshold, or can be copied directly when coming from a digital 
source such as a CD. 
 
This wasn't a  big console show, but there was one cute little powered  
PA mixer worth mentioning, the Etek Notemix from Italy, distributed by Waves 
Distribution in the US.  It features 6 mono mic or line inputs, four 
stereo line inputs, and two 200 watt power amplifiers, all in a metal 
case which opens like, and is about the same size as (but heavier than) 
a notebook computer.  Each channel has a gain trim, three band fixed 
frequency EQ, three auxiliary sends, and level control, all on 
vertical sliders.  A built-in effect processor for delay, reverb, and 
space-expanding is normalled to auxiliary send 1.  When mic inputs are 
being used, the line input jacks become insert send/return jacks.  This 
is pro level stuff, with all the mic inputs being XLR's with phantom 
power available.  Power amplifier outputs are on Speakon connectors. 
Wrapped up in a notebook computer case, this looks like a neat package 
for a club performer.  http://www.wavesdistribution.com 
 
HHB brought in two new lines of signal processing equipment, the project 
studio Radius range and the higher end Classic series.  The Radius 
series all use tubes (somewhere - there's solid state electronics in 
them as well) and includes a four channel mic preamp, a two 
channel four band parametric equalizer, a two channel compressor, a 
multi- function voice processor, and a mic preamp/compressor.  The 
Classic series consists of a dual channel tube compressor, a dual 
channel tube parametric EQ, and a two channel mic preamp. 
 
This show brought two interesting new signal processors priced below 
$1,000.  The Drawmer MX60 Front End One is kind of an all-star multi 
function processor with sections taken from popular Drawmer products. 
The discrete mic preamp design is taken from the Drawmer 1960.  The 
de-essser is derived from the MX50, the compressor is similar to the 
MX30, and the peak limiter and gate are derived from the DL241 
compressor/limiter. The input stage accommodates a mic (with phantom 
power), line level on a balanced TRS or unbalanced TS jack, and there's 
a high impedance instrument level jack on the front. The de-esser is 



switchable to work around two frequencies, labeled simply “Male” and “Female.” 
Three band EQ is shelving on the high and low bands with sweepable 
frequency and variable Q in the mid band.  The VCA compressor has 
program-dependent (unadjustable) attack and release times, with the only 
the ratio, threshold, and output gain being adjustable.  A three band 
tube simulator allows you to crank in some creative distortion in one or 
more frequency range to enhance your signal.  The limiter is fixed to 
hold the output level to +16 dBu.  http://www.transaudiogroup.com 
 
The Focusrite Compounder is the third in their Platinum series.  It's a two 
channel compressor, limiter, and gate with a choice of hard or soft knee 
onset characteristics.  A bass expander switches in an inductor which 
rings like an old passive equalizer to fatten up the bass.  If the pot 
doesn't do it for you, the "Huge" switch will.  Attack and release times 
are adjustable over a fairly wide range.  http://www.focusrite.com 
 
New on the mastering processor scene is the dbx Quantum.  This is a 
four-band compressor/limiter, equalizer, level normalizer and probalby a 
thing or two that I forgot. I/O is both analog and digital.  dbx Type IV 
A/D converters with TSE (tape saturation emulation - I presume it can be 
turned off) are employed.   It works at sampling rates up to 96 kHz, and 
word lengths up to 24 bits, with 48-bit internal processing and 
dithering to produce shorter output word lengths.  This sort of tool can 
be very complex to use, but dbx did a good job on the user interface, 
providing a fairly clear though small graphic display of settings such 
as compresson band split points, threshold, and compression ratio. To 
keep you from getting too far afield, a setup "wizard" is provided in 
which you select the function - CD mastering, live sound, etc., and the 
type of program material - rock, classical, etc. and it pulls up a set 
of presets that someone thought were appropriate starting points.  Of 
course when it comes to mastering, there's no substitute for experience, 
but if you want to make it loud, this can do it.  http://www.dbxpro.com 
 
The dust storm of mic preamps has settled a bit, too, with just a couple 
of new ones worth mentioning.  The Aphex 1788 is an 8 channel mic preamp 
designed for remote control. Put the preamp in the studio with short mic 
cables, and run its outputs back to the control room at line level for 
less loading on the mics and less worry about whether your cables are 
good enough.  The mic inputs have Jensen transformers and provide up to 
65 dB of gain.  There are two line level balanced outputs from each 
channel so it can serve as a splitter as well as a preamp.  A headphone 
jack is provided for monitoring any single channel, and the preamp will 
send a test tone down the line.  Remote control is by MIDI, using an 
included Windows program, though all functions are accesable by front 
panel switches.  Digital output on a 25-pin TDIF connector is optional. 
 



Summit Audio has long been known for their tube equipment, so the new 
solid state Element 78 line designed by Rupert Neve is a major 
departure.  The first unit in this series is the MPE-200 mic premp and 
4-band parametric equalizer.  While the audio path is analog, it's 
digitally controlled, with one set of controls shared by the two 
channels.  The control system allows storing of 25 groups of settings. 
It's $4,500, not exactly a drop in the bucket, but typical of the Summit 
range. 
 
Antares previewed a hardware mic simulation unit similar in concept to 
the one introduced in Roland's VS-880.  You tell it what kind of mic you 
really used, what mic you want it to sound like, and it does its best to 
emulate the characteristics of that mic from the given input.  This is 
one of those voodoo things where you don't know quite what it's doing but 
its effect is obvious.  I can't say as I liked all of the simulations I heard better 
than the original sound, but they didn't sound bad, just not quite 
appropriate.  Perhaps a little tweaking is in order.  Because of the 
difficulty in modeling the off axis response of the mic, since the processor  
doesn't know how the mic was positioned in the first place, this simulation is 
probably most accurate when dealing with on-axis sources. 
 


